WHAT IS SHINE?

Shine is GLSEN's student-led leadership and advocacy program, empowering LGBTQ+ and allied youth to create safer, more inclusive schools. Join us in making a positive change!

TOP 3 REASONS TO JOIN:

YOUTH DIRECTING THE WORK
Shine Teams provide strong student leadership and expertise around local issues, which is essential to GLSEN’s work.

COMMUNITY BUILDING & NETWORKING
Shine connects students who otherwise would never have met. Because a positive team culture is its core, Shine develops valuable skills in community building and organizing.

CONCRETE SOLUTIONS TO REAL PROBLEMS
Shine Teams have developed projects like GSA Meet-up’s, a Winter Wellness Check-in, a staged reading of an LGBTQ+ play, GSA leadership skills workshops, digital GSA resource Zines, and pride proms!

JOIN THE MOVEMENT
Gain leadership experience, make new friends, and stand up for LGBTQ+ rights in your school. Shine Team members lead the way in creating positive change!

QUESTIONS? Email shine@glsen.org